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Rory is a full-length, standalone novel. It can be read on its own or as part of the Highland Outlaws

Series.Lady Alexandria MacKenzie is one of Abbot Matthew&apos;s network of rebels, fighting for

Scottish independence. When her father dies, leaving their clan without a laird, she asks the abbot

for aid in finding a husband. He sends her a selection of three noblemen from which to choose.

Accompanying them is secret agent and reputed rake, Rory MacVie, who must assist Alexandria

with a perilous mission for Scotland. But the abbot makes one point very clear--Rory is not a

potential suitor.This is a passionate story of honor, rebellion, and forbidden love.
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What an amazing read. For one who reads every day, it's excited to thumb through a good story.

This book will have you so engaged, your eyes cannot read quick enough and the pages don't flick

fast enough to get you to the next page. I loved it!!!!!!!!! Completely! I read 62% of the book in TWO

days.This story is about passion, honor, and a love that rang true regardless of their station in life.

This book has a few unexpected twists to it that will keep your focus and an ending that I've not read

in the many many books I consume. The ending is perfect but unlike anything you'd expect.What a



gift of story-telling this author has. I cannot wait for the next book!

What fantastic characters in this exciting story of adventure, intrigue and passion. I loved both Rory

and Alex. If you like your heroines spirited and rebellious then Alex is your girl. Right from the start

we get a glimpse of how fearless and impetuous she is. I find it especially compelling when I can't

figure out how things will resolve in the plot. There are twists and turns that keep things interesting

and kept me turning the pages. What an entertaining and enjoyable read this was.

Rory MacVie And Alex MacKenzie are Agent's for Scotland, They appose THE ENGLISH, King

Edward care's nothing for the scot's regardless if they are men Women & children, Both have been

devastated by The Massacre of Berwick. Joined the cause with the Help of Abbot Matthew to make

sure it never happens againThis is the 3rd in the highland outlaw series . This is a fabulous read full

of Adventure Humor Desire Dedication & Love .Not many female characters in books can outshine

the Male in the book ( come on were talking about braw Highlanders) Alex MacKenzie did that with

sacrifice & Love for Her Clan Her Man And Her Country.ALBA GU BRATH, SCOTLAND FOREVER.

Rory MacVie met Alex MacKenzie for the first time in the forest to collect money for Scotland. He

got the surprise of his life when he found out she was a woman. He had to help undress her

because she had the coin sown in her clothes. She was the Lady of Luthmore Castle and had a

rebel heart. Lily has written another outstanding story. It is thrilling to read and I know you will love it

as much as I did. I can't wait for the next outlaw's adventure. I wish I could give it ten stars!

This third book in the Highland Outlaws series is just wonderful. Alex and Rory were truly made for

each other. They were both brave, dedicated to Scotland's freedom, and very passionate people.

Alex's commitment to the cause, cost her dearly. She had to leave her clan and family behind. But

at the same time, she gained the freedom and independence she always craved. Most importantly,

she was able to be with the man she really loved. Can't wait for the next book in the series, perhaps

Alec's story? That should be an interesting one!

Even though this is a series, it can be read as a stand alone.This was an exciting couple, full of

passion for life and the cause for Scotland. I enjoyed how they met and then met again later. There

are twists, surprises I didn't see coming.We get one very mild lovemaking, great secondary

character's, a bitter sweet ending (it does end with HEA). I guess the ending was more of a surprise



that shocked me.I enjoyed the epilogue a year in the future which helped. Not going into the

premise, as many have explained it. But you will enjoy this read, with an H/h that are strong, loving

and I really encourage you to read this story. (ljb)

I have been anticipating this book since I read some teaser chapters and on my tiptoes watching for

it's release. It was worth the wait. It made me hot for this scot and cry. Alex is a heroine after my

own heart Ã¢Â•Â¤ and what I hope I would've been like had I lived then. It is probably best that Lily

didn't give us any hints who will be next. Alex is who I really want to read on next. Please, please

don't make us wait too long. Wonderful, fun, hot series.

I enjoyed this book a lot!!! All the carachters are amazing and so much fun! Alex and Rory are great!

I loved them because they are the antithesis of the usual main carachters. Alex is an unique lady

with barefooted feet and fierce spirit and Rory strong and courageous but not wealthy. Both are full

of passion and love for Scotland. I also loved the 3 suitors! I can't wait to read Alec's story!!!
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